
DESIGN REVIEW BOARD APPLICATION 

Administered by: 
Design Review Board 

Property Address*: 

Applicant Name & Mailing Address: 

Applicant Phone Number: Applicant Fax Number: 

Property Owner’s Name & Mailing Address: 

Property Owner’s Phone Number: 

The proposed work consists of the following (check all that apply): 
Sign   Renovation 
New Building    Other Exterior Alteration 

Project Description: 

Status of Project: 

A complete application must be submitted to the Development Department no later than two weeks 
before a regularly scheduled meeting of the Design Review Board. Please contact Abe Lueders at 
(901)575-0565 or alueders@downtownmemphis.com with any questions and to submit an application.

Owner/Applicant Signature: 

Date: 

*Applications for properties that are located within a Landmarks Historic District may require additional approval
from the Landmarks Commission.  Please contact the Shelby County Division of Planning & Developement at
(901) 576-6601 for more information.

371 South Main St

Steve Carter  P.O. Box 172063 Memphis, TN 38187

601-383-6851 n/a

Miguel Gomez 6052 Memphis Arlington Rd Bartlett, TN 38135

901-335-7457

x
x

10/21/2020

The facility will be fully renovated and tenant ready for commercial use on the first and second floor. An exterior stair
will be added so that the upper and lower floors may be lease by multiple tenants if desired. All doors and windows
will be replaced with historically appropriate high quality construction;  architectural lighting will be added along South
Main and Talbot, brick will be cleaned and repaired in the gentlest means possible, and ghost signage preserved;
landscaped rear courtyard will include colored and stamped concrete, a new exterior stair, wrought iron fencing,
landscape and irrigation; a concrete parking lot will be added, and the Talbot sidewalk will be replaced; an ADA
compliant entrance will be added on Talbot street.

The project was approved for an EIG at the 10/21/20 CCDC Meeting.  The designs for the building were 
approved at the 11/04/20 DRB meeting.  This application is for the exterior lighting component. 
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Brett Ragsdale 

Deputy Administrator 

Land Use and Development Services 

Division of Planning and Development 

125 N. Main St, Ste. 468 

Memphis, TN 38103 

 

RE: 371 South Main, Exterior Lighting 

 

A2H # 19545 

 

Dear Brett, 

 

We appreciate you and Katie meeting with our team to discuss our proposed exterior lighting for 371 South 

Main Street. As discussed, I’d like to provide a deeper dive into the rational for the scheme proposed. We have 

also included more detailed exterior drawings to better visualize the improvements.  

Following our meeting with the DMC DRB, we revisited the lighting design, and looked at a number of other 

options. Ultimately, we have chosen to advocate for our original scheme, but I would like to share our thinking.  

Historical Context: The original construction predated electrically illuminated buildings. Even the “modern” 

addition in the late 1800’s probably stood with gas lighting for generations before any electrical lights were 

added. Actual gas lighting is not a practical option.  

We did look a period lighting, but with the awareness that the period the building and the period of the lighting 

would not align.  Our preference was to either show: 

 Contemporary, expressive lighting a decorative feature element 

 Subtle, nuanced lighting that accents the building’s architecture, but with fixtures that are not feature 

elements themselves 

The expressive option was paired with other feature elements such as a canopy, planters, a mural, etc. but these 

discretionary items proved cost prohibitive. The expressive lighting, without other features, seemed out of place 

and additive. 

Subtle lighting, without an expressive fixture, seemed more appropriate. Our goals are the following. 

 Light should be cast in “pools” rather than “washing” the wall. This will create a rhythm that 

compliments the rhythm of the façade. In this case we are centering light pools on the 4 main windows 

at the ground floor level. 
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 The fixture itself should not be a feature; rather it should more or less disappear during daylight hours, 

and let the original façade stand on its own.  

 

This elevation and photometric study below illustrate how this will work: 

 

 
 

 Additionally, fixtures on the Talbot façade should match (or compliment) those visible from main street 

on the north façade. The selected fixture seems appropriate for both facades, whereas a decorative 

lighting fixture would likely be inappropriate on the Talbot façade. 
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  Finally, the proposed fixture includes a down-light variant appropriate for the courtyard / rear balcony. 

Again, they are unobtrusive, and do not seek to draw attention away from the building itself, and 

present a cohesive lighting package.   

 

Thank you again for the opportunity to better articulate our thoughts on the lighting design. We look forward to 

further dialogue! 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Brad Schmiedicke AIA 

Senior Architect 

 

CC: Katie Flynn – Downtown Memphis Commission 
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